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All-Terrain GEL Comfort Knee Pads
Model  865-00› Gel filled padding provides maximum

comfort and knee protection

› Gel pad reduces pressure directly on
the patella bone

› Elevated face improves stability and
traction, absorbs impact and helps
support the knee

› Co-polymer thermoplastic rubber
prevents marring and scratching
delicate surfaces

› Maximum protection when working
on your knees for long periods

› Meets international kneepad standard
EN 14404 + A1:2010

› Made with 100% PVC-Free materials

› Variations:
864-00 - shorter style
865-01 - with snap-on cover,
silicone free
865-20 - with snap-on leather cover
to resist heat and sparks

ONE SIZE 100% PVC-FREE

#865-20#865-01

Lightweight GEL is injected 
directly into a donut shaped 

padding  to provide comfortable 
knee cushioning

Co-polymer rubber  cover 
prevents marring and 

scratching, Sewn cap helps 
keep debris out

Elevated Face 
improves stability 

& traction, absorbs 
impact, helps support 
the knee while acting 

like a suction cap to 
prevent  from rocking

Extended 
Treads absorbs 

pressure around 
the perimeter of 

the knee

Extended Heel 
supports the shin & 

helps distribute body 
weight and reduce 

stress on the ankles 
and distributing the body 

weight evenly to prevent 
back discomfort Ballistic Nylon outer 

top cover is highly 
resistant for most 
work environments

Heavy duty 
binding assures 
long lasting wear

Elastic top strap 
with adjustable 
hook/loop closure 
for easy fastening

Wide elastic mesh 
bottom  strap is 
breathable and helps 
reduce bunching, hook 
and loop closure

Soft fabric inner 
lining wicks 
away moisture 
and provides 
comfortable wear

#864-00

EN 14404:A1:2010 SOLD IN PAIRS
OR CASE OF 18

PR, C18


